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ABSTRACT

Mechanical consequences of heat transfer in hot pluton environ

ments have been described by energy conservation equations and simulated 

by numerical approximations to these equations. These energy conserva
tion equations afford for naturally occurring variations in magma pres
sure, magma-host rock mechanical interaction, thermally-induced stresses, 
gravitational forces, and an anisotropic initial stress field. Thermo

dynamic magma properties required to solve these equations are computed 

for a tonalite magma with 2 weight percent HgO from an equation of state 
derived by regression of crystalline albite and albite-H^O melt densi

ties with tonalite magma P-T-X and phase relationships. A heuristic 

model based on these equations and properties is computed for an environ

ment dominated by pure conduction.

Generation of a magmatic vapor phase can cause magma pressure 

to increase until stresses, in the adjacent rocks become tensile and 

fracturing occurs. Hydrofracturing conditions and subsequent adiabatic 

crystallization are optimized where cooling is slowest and where there 

is greater than 8 volume percent vapor-saturated regions within the 

magma chamber. . Hydrofracturing causes the magma chamber to segment 

into.several discrete, isolated chambers 17,000 years after emplacement, 

producing a composite pluton. Each chamber experiences a distinct, pre

dictable physical and chemical evolution after isolation. Hydrofractur

ing occurs mainly by tension and within the central portions of the 

pluton throughout the 32,000 year history of the magma. Dip of 

.
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hydrofracture planes vary systematically within the pluton: vertical at

the top, horizontal in the middle, and both vertical and horizontal in 

the bottom portions.

Differential heat transfer in the system significantly modifies 
the regional stresses, producing a radial-tangential, stress field, with 

in the radial position, centered around the top portions of the plu

ton, Thermal fracturing in the host rocks is confined to a domical re

gion over the pluton where fracturing occurs mainly by shearing. 

Fracturing occurs throughout the pluton by both tension and shear mecha

nisms, and is controlled by cooling rate, magma pressure, and time at 

which the point becomes elastic. In general, dips to thermal fracture 

planes within the pluton are vertical, in the upper portions and horizon

tal below. The time lapse between hydrbfracturing and thermal fractur

ing varies from 0 at the top of the pluton to 500,000 years at the 

bottom.

Calculation of the mechanical consequences of heat transfer in 

hot pluton environments provides a quantitative basis for assessing 
magmatic reactions and fracture, development in these environments.



INTRODUCTION

Processes involved in the development and modification of the 

physical environment in hydrothermal systems have been of continual in

terest to geologists in their studies of volcanic and magmatic phenomena 

and ore deposits. Thermal, mechanical, and chemical processes act si

multaneously and are closely coupled in hydrothermal systems. This 

coupling produces a rather unique set of observable features which per

mit detailed interpretations of the history of the hydrothermal system. 

However, past investigators as well as the present one have found it not 

only necessary to examine segments of the entire process because of its 

complexity but also useful in obtaining a feeling for the mechanism of 

a single process. Previous studies can be divided into two classes: 

recognition and documentation of the character of the physical environ
ment and quantitative examination of the observations. Literature on 

ore deposits (Ransome, 1919; Lindgren, 1933; Newhouse, 1942; McKinstry, 

1955; Wisser, 1960) and granite, tectonics (Balk, 1937) contains sOme of 

the earliest and most often referred to work on the importance and style 

of fracturing in hot pluton environments. Balk (1937) summarizes infor

mation of fracturing features in granitic hatholiths while Anderson 

(1936) documents the systematic fracture geometries commonly observed in 

the host rocks around plutonic bodies. Rehrig and Heidrick (1972, 1976) 

have done excellent work in identifying and documenting the systematic 

orientation of fractures within plutons which are located in the Basin 

and Range Province of Arizona.



Quantitative investigations have been mostly concerned with 

fracture orientations which are produced within the host rocks by a 

static and arbitrarily pressurized magma» Analytical solutions are ob

tained from equations which describe equilibrium stresses in an elastic, 

two-dimensional plate which contains a constantly pressurized hole, 

usually circular• These results are superimposed upon a homogeneous 

initial stress field to obtain the final stress distribution (Anderson, 

■1951; Ode, 1957; Robson and Barr, 1964:; Cummings, 1968; Roberts, 1970). 

Koide. and Bhattacharji (1975) have elegantly solved the analogous prob

lem for a three-dimensional domain. Though these methods produce re

sults which in general agree with observations, they, by necessity, 
neglect changes in magma pressure and thermally-induced stresses within 

the pluton as well as the host rocks. Therefore, beyond the conceptual 

contributions of Hulin (1948), McBirney (1959), Spry (1962), and Lister 

(1974), thermally-induced stresses remain a factor of unknown importance 

and a quantitative explanation of systematic fracturing within plutons 

is still lacking.

Because of recent advances in the solution of geologic heat and 

' mass transfer problems (Norton and Knight, 1977) and the development of 

the finite element method as a powerful tool of structural analysis 

(Zienkiewicz, 1971), it is now possible to rigorously examine thermo

mechanical processes and attendant changes in the state of the magma in 

hydrothermal systems. It is emphasized that it is through the far- 

sighted, pioneering efforts of C.'W. Burnham that geologists now recog

nize the importance of the magma on hydrothermal systems. Furthermore,



most of the magmatic oriented mechanical processes investigated in this 

study were first identified and semi-quantitatively examined by Burnham» 

Thus9 this paper is9 in part9 an extension of those investigations.

This paper attempts to isolate these factors from previously investi

gated processes such that their importance through space and time may be 

best delineated. Indeed it is determined that thermal and magmatic 

processes can induce systematic fracturing in both the pinton and host 

rock.
This communication investigates processes associated with heat 

flow away from a hot pluton that might cause fracturing, Energy conser
vation equations which describe mechanical processes related to cooling 

plutons are derived9 numerical solution techniques obtained9 and their 

physical significance discussed. Material properties required to solve . 

the governing equations are regressed from Burnham and Davisf (1971)9 

Piwinskii and Wylliefs (1970)? Robertson and Wyllie ?s (1971) and 

Whitney?s (1977) experimental data and their important features examined, 

Calculations are made for a simplified system to demonstrate the ef

fects of heat transfer on fracture production9 on magma solidification 

paths9 and on stresses.



NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS

All pertinent notation has been compiled below in order to ab

breviate equation development. Some symbols merit further emphasis, 

however. All underscored variables indicate vector or matrix quanti

ties, and a superscript T on these quantities denotes transposition.

The subscript i refers to a phase or an oxide component. Also, through

out this study compressive stresses are defined to be negative. Magma 

is used to refer to the solid-liquid-vapor magma system. The following 

is a complete list of variables:

A = area (cm^)
A* = Helmholtz free energy (erg)

C = line integral 

Cq = crushing strength (bar)

= tensile strength (bar)
I) = nodal displacement vector (cm)

E = Young's modulus (bar)

E - matrix containing elastic constants; transforms strains to 
stresses (bar)

d = total differential

= external surface force (bar)

F = nodal force vector (dyne)

j* = gravitational acceleration vector (cm sec- )

H = heat (erg)

Kg = elastic stiffness matrix; transforms nodal displacements to 
nodal forces (dyne cm- -̂)



Kp = fluid stiffness matrix; transforms nodal displacements to 
nodal forces (dyne cm--*-)

m^ = mass of i^1 phase (g)

m^ = total mass (g)
-t-T-in^ = moles of i phase or component (moles)

P = pressure (bar)

Pe = external pressure (bar)

Pq = initial pressure (bar)
R = denotes integration over, a region in space 

r = correlation coefficient 

_r = displacement vector (cm)

S = denotes surface integral 

S* = total entropy of a system (erg °C-"*") 

s = standard deviation 

T = temperature (°C)

Tq = initial temperature (°G)

2  = nodal temperature matrix (°C)
T,, n = transformation matrix relating nodal values to a value at a

point within the element

Zav D = transformation matrix relating nodal displacements to ele-
’ mental volume changes (cm^)

T n = transformation matrix relating nodal displacements to strains
' (m-1)
t = time (sec)

■ u = displacement in x-direction (cm)
OV = volume (cm )

Al 3 —1V = specific volume (cm g )



= specific volume of i ^  phase or component (cm^ g 
v = displacement in y-direction (cm)

= mass fraction of i ^  phase or component
— —  4-h "= mole fraction of i component

a. = coefficient of isobaric, volumetric thermal expansion for 
the ith phase (0C"1)

coefficient of isobaric, linear thermal expansion (°C

ay = coefficient ":of isobar id, volumetric thermal expansion C°C- )̂
—1 'g •= coefficient of isothermal compressibility (bar )

g- = coefficient of isothermal compressibility for the it^ phase
or component (bar--*-)

S = partial differential

e_ = strain matrix

= initial strain matrix

£ = potential energy (erg)

9 = coefficient of internal friction (degrees) 

p. = chemical potential of it 1̂ phase or component (erg mole-"*") 

v = Poisson's Ratio

p = bulk density of a system (g cm )̂ 

pj. = density of i ^  phase (g cm- )̂ 

jt = stress matrix (bar)

2^ = incremental stress matrix (bar) 

cr̂  = maximum principal stress (bar)

$2 ~  intermediate principal stress (bar) 

dg = minimum principal stress (bar)

Oq = initial stress matrix (bar)



7
X = kinetic energy (erg)

tj) = unspecified function dependent upon temperature and pressure 

w = work (erg)



ENERGY DISPERSIVE PROCESSES

Dispersal of energy away from magmas, is fundamental to all pro
cesses in hydrothermal systems. Energy transport away from magma bodies 

is effected by coupled thermal, mechanical, and chemical processes 

(Figure 1). Crystallization within masma.is caused by cooling, and in 

turn heat generated by these reactions reduces the cooling rate (Figure 

1, 1-A) . Volume changes produced by crystallization and differential 
heat transfer within the system induce changes within the stress field 

(Figure 1, 1-2), which in turn can create thermal or further mechanical 

effects. Stress produces a small change in energy content, which may 

augment or counteract the cooling process (Figure 1, 2-A). Mechanical 

effects of a stress increase are, however, more significant in producing 

changes in the cooling rate within the system. Stress increase can in

duce fracturing, which increases permeability, which increases convective 

heat transfer which, in turn, increases the cooling rate. Thus, 

thermally-induced mechanical processes in hydro thermal systems form a 

positive feedback loop with cooling processes (Figure 1, 1-2-3-4-5-1).

Attendant with an increase in fluid flux is an increase in advec- 

tion and chemical reaction between flowing solutions and wall rocks 

(Figure 1, 5). Again the chemical reactions have both a thermal and 

physical aspect. The thermal effect arises from heats of reaction and 

may positively or negatively feed into the cooling, depending upon the 

sign of this term (Figure 1, 5-A). The magnitude of this term is on the
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f luid f lux  
advection 
react ion

f r a c t u r i n gp erm ea b i l i t y

Figure 1. Feedback Loop of Hot Pluton-host Rock System. —  Positive
signs denote a result of cooling that generates still greater 
cooling while negative signs denote a result that limits 
cooling.

y



order of + 10% (Villas and Norton, 1977). The physical effect is caused 

by volume changes of reaction and forms a feedback loop with permeabil
ity. If the volume change upon reaction is positive, material is pre
cipitated onto fracture walls, decreasing apertures and, hence, 

permeability, forming a negative feedback loop. If the volume change 

upon reaction is negative, dissolution is occurring at the walls, in
creasing the aperture, and permeability and forming a positive feedback 

loop (Figure 1, 5-B-4). This term is of major importance in hydrother

mal systems as the permeability may decrease to 0 or increase by orders 

of magnitude (Helgeson, 1970; Knapp, 1977).

The complexity of the problem requires a first analysis which 

decouples these processes, so that the most important mechanisms can be 

ascertained. Consequently, only the coqling-stress-fracturing portions 

will be examined (Figure 1, 1-2-3); feedback from heat flow into work 

processes is afforded for, while the converse is not.

Thermal Energy

Decoupling processes which transport thermal and mechanical 

energy results in two sequential, problems: computing the thermal his

tory of a hydrothermal system and examining the mechanical consequences 

of the redistribution of heat. Thermal energy transfer in the crust is 

through a combination of conduction and convection. Recent advances 

(Norton and Knight, 1977) have made it possible to compute the thermal 

history of hydro thermal systems related to cooling magmas. The equations 

describing combined energy, mass and momentum transfer, and their numer

ical solution have been discussed by Norton and Knight (1977) and need
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not be reiterated here. It is sufficient to say that the heat transfer 

portion of the problem is solved for a system similar to PI in Norton 
and Knight (1977) using th equations and methods to obtain temperature 

distributions. Mechanical consequences of these distributions are 

analyzed in this study.

Mechanical Energy 

The major source of mechanical energy in hydro thermal systems is 

the change.in thermodynamic state accompanying crystallization of the 

magma. The principle of conservation of energy is the mathematical ba

sis for examination of mechanical energy transfer. In order to facili

tate solution, it is cast in terms of the Helmoltz Free Energy, which 

consists of a sum of terms which describe changes in energy due to ther

mal (S*dT), mechanical (dm), and kinetic (dx) energy processes, changes 

in position within the earth's gravity field (dt;) , and chemical reac

tions (u.dn.). Then, for a system at equilibrium 1 1

0 — dA* — —S*dT — dw — d£ — d% + Ey^dn^o (1)

Mechanical processes must be carried out isothermally since 

feedback into heat transfer processes is not afforded for. Therefore, 

the first term on the right in eq. (1) is deleted.. The kinetic energy 

term describes viscous, plastic, and momentum energy dispersive process

es; but as a first approximation it is assumed that this, term contributes 

a negligible amount to the total energy transfer. This simplification 

restricts attention to a highly viscous or static magma and to linear
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elastic solids. Energy changes due to mass transfer and chemical reac
tions in magma and host rocks are represented by the chemical potential 

term in eq. (1). But when chemical reactions occur reversibly in a 

closed system, there is no net chemical work cone and this term can be 

omitted.

Therefore, the principle of conservation of energy for static,

reversible, isothermal processes in a closed system is

0 = /dA* - -/dm - ///(p/g-dr)dV (2)

upon expansion of potential energy in terms of gravity. Besides these 

constraints, eq. (2) is applicable only to regions within which there is 

a homogeneous distribution of material properties and thermodynamic 

state variables. In hot pluton environments there are two such regions, 
solid and fluids, and therefore, two governing equations identical to 

eq. (2) are required.

Magma in a hydro thermal system remains molten for about 5-10% of 

the hydrothermal system's thermal life and consists of solids, liquids,

and gases at various times. As the intrusion cools to subsolidus tem

peratures, the mechanical behavior of this mixture of phases varies from 

viscous through elastic-plastic to linearly elastic (Murase, 1962; Shaw, 

1965, 1969; Shaw et al., 1963; Bottinga and Weill, 1970; Murase and . 

McBimey,. 1973). Only the end members of this sequence are considered, 

however, because there are few quantitative determinations of the bounda

ries between these various behaviors or values of the elastic-plastic
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parameters; this is consistent with neglecting the. kinetic energy term 
in eq. (1).. Therefore, magma is treated as a homogeneous fluid system.

The solid regions are defined.to consist of the host rocks and 

totally crystalline portions of the pluton, and are assumed to behave 

as linearly elastic materials to maintain consistency with eq. (2).

Thus, the magma solidus defines a spatially and temporally discontinuous 

transition between the two governing conservation of energy equations. 
The difference between the two governing equations is in the expression 

of the work term: in the regions there is an isotropic pressure distri

bution and, hence, pressure-volume work, while in the linear elastic 

solid regions there is an anisotropic pressure distribution and a strain 

energy term. The following is an expansion of eq. (2) for both the 

linear elastic solid and..fluid regimes. The resultant equations are 

transformed, into finite element form due to large spatial variations in 

temperature, pressure, and stress, the coupled nature of the energy 

transfer processes and complicated geometries.

Elastic Solid Regions

Changes in work for a.region which has an anisotropic pressure 

distribution (Gibbs, 1961) can be expressed by

-/dm = ///eTadV - //(/E-dr)dA. (3)C R   S C - 6 ~
TcrdV is the strain energy and is analogous to the /PdV work term 

used for isotropic pressure distributions. For a. linear elastic mate
rial, can be expanded such that eq. (3) becomes



Substitution of eq. (4) into eq. (2) gives the governing conservation 

of energy equation for equilibrium, isothermal mechanical processes in 

closed, linear elastic regions,

0  = ///eTaTdV + ///e'V.dV - ///eTE e^dV - J7(/F -dr)dA - 
R R _  R ------° S C ^ “

///(p/S.-dr)dV. (5)
R C

Numerical solution of eq. (5) by the finite element method has been de

veloped in detail by Zienkiewicz (1971). Basically, the domain is sub
divided into n subregions, finite elements, over which the thermodynamic 

variables are relatively constant and displacements are required to vary 

in a specified and arbitrary fashion. Material properties and resultant 

stresses are therefore averages over this domain. Then, expressing the 

incremental stresses and strains in terms of displacements, n equations 

of the form

0 = K -D + ///TT • o^dV - ///TT ^ . E-edV - //TT *F dA-E R £,D R - e , D ----0 ŝ u,D -e

- Pg///T^ ndV (6 )
R '

can be generated upon completion of the line integrals in eq. (5). The 

elastic stiffness matrix which transforms displacements into forces,

Kg, is defined to be
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Thermal energy changes are transformed into initial stresses by the

elastic solid.thermomechanical parameter, or

- -I m
which is then substituted into the appropriate term in. eq* (6). Thus, 
for c l. > 0 , temperature increases result in initial compressive stresses.

There are but three main stress—inducing processes in the Solid 

elastic regions:. tectonic, gravitational, and differential thermal ex

pansion or contraction. Tectonic stress is defined as arising from pro

cesses originating outside the domain of interest and contributes to 

initial stresses and strains and surface forces. Gravitational attrac

tion causes the initial lithostatic stress field, and describes buoyant 

forces in the domain as well. Differential thermal expansion or con

traction results from, heat transfer within the domain; it contributes 

directly to the initial stresses and indirectly to gravitational stresses 

by changing the density distribution. Differential thermal expansion and 

contraction is by far the most important in the. elastic regions of hy

drothermal systems.

Fluid Regions
Change in work in eq. (2) can be expressed by

-/dm = -/PdV - //(/Fg-dr)dA (9)
C S C

for fluid regions which require homogeneous and isotropic pressure dis

tributions. Pressure is defined by the integral of its total 

differential
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p = P0 + /(H )TdV + /(H )VdT’ (10)

where the fluid thermomechanical parameter, (^P), transforms thermal
6t

changes into pressures and is the analogue to the elastic solid thermo

mechanical parameter, Ect̂ . Substituting eq. (10) into eq. (9) gives

-/da) = -Pn/dV - //(iZ.) dVdV - dTdV - //(/F •dr)dA. (11)
C ° 6V T 6T V S C"^ -

Expressing the change in work in eq. (2) by eq. (11) yields the con

servation of energy equation for an equilibrium, isothermal, mechanical 

process in a closed, hydrostatic, viscous region

0 = -P /dV - //(-££) dVdV - //(5P) dTdV - //(/F -dr)dA - 0 6V T 6T V s c-e ~

///(p/^-dr)dV. (12)
R C

Equation (12) is transformed into the foree-displacement finite 

element form by reducing the line integrals and requiring small pertur

bations from equilibrium; then

0 = -AV|P + (61) -ATI - AV(6P) AV - // Ar'F dA - pg/// Ar dV (13) U 5T 6V g ^

for a constant strain element. The change in volume is related to nodal 

displacements by

AV = T "D = V T  * D, (14)-AV,D -  -u,D

and substituting eq. (14) into eq. (13) gives
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T — xp T

0 = -TAV,d IP0 + ( ^ v X . d '^I + - " Tu,D'FedA *

Pg f f f  TT dV, (15)
R U’U

where Kp, the analogue to the elastic stiffness matrix, is defined to be

* r  5 - t I v , d - (§ V t av,d- (16)

Equation (16) is a symmetric transformation and, therefore, K̂ , is re

quired to be symmetric. Thus, the viscous elements are completely com

patible with the elastic elements. The symmetry of would appear to 

distinguish this formulation from one given in Knapp and Knight (1977). 

But a close examination of the latter stiffness matrix shows that it too 

is symmetric, although not required to be.

The final pressure in a viscous element is computed from the 

equation of state for the viscous material. Both temperature and den

sity (the constant element mass divided by the final volume) are known 

and require a unique pressure at equilibrium.

There are two processes which change pressure in viscous regions 

of hydrothermal systems: gravitational and differential thermal expan

sion and contraction. The gravitational term contributes to the initial 

pressure distribution and describes buoyant forces in the magma. Again, 

though, thermal processes are the major contributor to energy redistri

bution, contributing directly to the initial pressure through the fluid 

thermomechanical parameter (eq. 10). In a cooling magma chamber the 

sign of this contribution depends on the sign of the parameter; a
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positive value demands a pressure decrease upon cooling. Gravitational 

processes are indirectly affected by thermal changes through changes in 
stage of the material.

To suppress shear stress and impose the hydrostatic-no flow con
dition it is necessary to use a composite quadrilateral membrane, con
structed by superimposing two sets of two constant strain triangular 

elements, as the basic viscous element. Each set has the same quadri

lateral geometry but with opposing diagonals. One-half of eq. (15) was 

then used for each triangular viscous element in the composite.

This formulation for fluid elements was tested by solving the 

analogue to the frictionless piston experiment commonly used in thermo^ 

dynamics; differences between the numerical approximations and analyti

cal thermodynamics, are less than +5%. It seems clear that the governing 

conservation of energy equation, (15), and the composite viscous element 

represent reasonable numerically-oriented approximations to viscous, 

hydrostatic, no flow behavior.

Equations (5) and (12), applied to the appropriate regions, pro

vide the mathematical basis for examination of isothermal mechanical 

processes in hydrothermal systems. Equations identical to (5), written 

for ri linear elastic elements, and equations identical to (15), written 

for m viscous elements, are solved simultaneously, with the dynamic in

teraction between magma and host rocks coming through adjacent elastic 

and fluid, elements. Thus, forces resulting from variations of state in 

any region propagate throughout the system such that equilibrium is 

maintained between and within magma and host rocks.



MATERIALS AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The governing equations, (5) and (12), specify the required bulk

material properties for both the elastic and viscous behavior regimes:

E(T,P), v, and p(T,P) in the elastic regions and (fZ.)_, (̂ 2.) , and
6V 6T

p(T,P) in the.viscous regions. Since these parameters can vary consid

erably over the range of common magma and rock compositions, it is nec

essary to specify material types and derive bulk, volume-averaged 

properties when experimental measurements are not available.

Bulk, volume-averaged elastic parameters of common rock types 
vary moderately over the limited temperature and pressure range in which 

they have been measured (Birch, 1966). These variations suggest that 

bulk properties of common crustal rocks can be approximated by proper

ties of crystalline albite. Crystalline albite properties are derived 

using the albite equation of state (Burnham and Davis, 1971) and elastic 

equilibrium equations, with v =0.22, an average value (Birch, 1966). 

Values of the derived elastic constants are in reasonable agreement 

with values given in Birch (1966) for granitic rocks; the percent dif

ference between E (crystalline albite) and E (Westerly Granite) is about 

8% at 25°, 1 bar, and about 20% at 25°, 1 kbar, and densities of granites 

and albite are essentially identical.

Fluid portions: of the system are assumed to be composed of a 

tonalite magma containing 2 weight percent Ĥ 'O, a reasonable value for 

upperr.crustal environments in which tonalite plutons occur (Whitney,

1977). Tonalitie magma was chosen because data on its phase boundaries
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are available (Whitney, 1977), because of. its common occurrence on earth 

and because of its importance as an ore deposit host (Titley, 1975).

Magma is treated as a constant mass system throughout its history, as 

required by the governing equation, (12), and Whitney's (1977) phase 

data.

A phase diagram for the chosen magma system is shown on Figure
O ’2; errors are + 1 5  C for the curves. One of the most important features 

of the phase relations is the geometry of the vapor saturation curve be

low 1 kbar. In this, region the slope of the curve changes sign such 

that it protrudes into the three-phase region with an. apex at about 950° 

and 600 bars. A traverse along an isobaric section in this region will, 

therefore, result in an approach to the vapor saturation curve from the 

high-temperature, three-phase region, subsequent undersaturation of H^O, 

and eventual resaturation, and boiling. Below 1 kbar the three-phase re

gion encompasses a fairly narrow pressure interval but an extensive tem

perature interval. Above 1 kbar, however, the vapor saturation curve 

turns nearly vertical (about -145 bars/°C) and closely approaches the 

solidus. The result is a three-phase region which is extremely elon

gated in pressure but very narrow in temperature, about 10° above 4 kb. 

These features are extremely important in this analysis, since mechanical 

processes develop quite rapidly in the three-phase region.

The properties of hydrous tonalite magma required to solve eq. 

(12) have not been measured and, therefore, have to be estimated. Ap

proximating these properties over the entire region of interest by
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T E M P E R A T U R E  ( ° C ) 
600 1000

S+L + V

cn 6-

I0H

Figure 2. Phase Diagram for a Tonalite Magma Containing 2 Weight Percent 
H2O. —  Simplified from Whitney (1977). S represents all 
solid phases which constitute a tonalite (albite, anorthite, 
quartz, and orthoclase are the synthetic normative minerals);
L is the silicate melt, and V is the discrete t^O-rich phase.
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summing the constitutive properties of the oxides, as suggested by

Bottinga and Weill (1970), is not.possible since oxide data is restrict- 
oed to T > 1100 C and P = 1 bar. P-V-T data for the albite-I^O system

(Burnham and Davis, 1971) can, however, be used to derive properties
that approximate those of hydrous tonalite magma.

Bottinga and Weill (1970) suggest that silicate melts can be
considered ideal solutions for 0.4 < Xc.n < 0.8 and XT, _. < 0.1, or—  diu2 —  2 —

V(T,P) = E V. (T,P)*X.(T,P), (17)
i 1 1

where the sum is taken over the oxide components or constituent phases, 

albite and dissolved E^Oo Comparing the.results of eq„ (17)9 using the 

oxide components of a tonalite, with the results using the albite-E^O 

system shows that indeed at high temperatures and 1 bar the albite-E^O 

system is a good approximation to a tonalite magma« For example,

VaB-^ qC1200-11 0.429 S 0.421 . ^ onallte(1200,0 , (18)

a 2..,1% difference and at 1100°C and 1 bar there is a 2.3% difference. 

Since

dV(T,P) = E V^(T,P)[(SXi(T9Pl) + Xi(T,P)*ai(T,P)|dT + i - 6T P
. , 6X.(T,P)E V. (T,P) (r— i )_ - x (T,P) • B.(T,P) |dP, (19)

i 1 5P 1

this suggests that
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(20)

A similar analysis to determine the pressure correlation is not 

possible, since Bottinga and Weill (1970) report no pressure dependence 

for the oxide components. However, a comparison of compressibilities 

for the albite-^O system with those of silicate melts, reported by 

Murase and McBirney (1973), shows that they are within the same range: 

e A B - H ^ 300'1500’1) ■ 3-9 10"6 5.0 X  IQ-6 bar*1 and
(800-150091) = 1 x 10 ^ to 6»5 x 1 0 bar It seems reasonable to 

conclude, therefore, that to a first approximation

^tonaliteCT9P) “ (21)

for the melt system.

The specific volume of the crystal-liquid mixture is obtained by
X

extending the ideal mixing rule for the melt to the mush. In this case 

eq. (17) is summed over all.phases using P-V-T data for crystalline al- 

bite from Burnham and Davis (1971) and P-V-T data for ^ 0  vapor from 

Helgeson and Kirkham (1974). Data for Xg(T,P) and X^(T,P) is from 

Piwinskii and Wyllie (1970) and Robertson and Wyllie (1971), and since 

their data is for a tonalite system with excess ^ 0  at 2 kb, we have 

linearly adjusted it such that X^(T,P) =0.0 and X^(T,P) = 1.0 at the

a b-h 2o
r SXjXT.P)

z f  Vi(T,P) I ( X-gT )p + X^(T,P) 'ct^(T,P)J dT %

J" Vtonalite(T,P)°atonalite(l»P)dT -

-o , 6X,(T,P) 0 oZ / V (T,P) j ( - ^ — — ) +.X°(T,P) -a°(T,P) |dT.
tonalite 61 *

oxides
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solidus and liquidus in Figure 2, respectivelye Xy is assumed to be

linear across the three-phase region*

Magma Density
Tabular values of magma density, produced by applying the inverse 

of eq. (17), were treated by the method of least squares to obtain an 
equation of state for the magma* Due to the presence of phase bounda

ries and the geometry of the three-phase region, it. is necessary to sub

divide the domain into four regions, within which reasonable 

approximations to the function could be generated (Figure 3)*

The form of the equation in all regions is

n n-i-HL i 1 •-i 
i|)(T,P> = S E a. .1 ~ PJ , (22)

i=l j=l 13

where, in this, case, ijj(T,P) = P (T,P). The coefficients of eq. (22), 

the parameter, n, and the correlation coefficients are given in Tables 
1, 2, 3, and 4, The best fits are in regions IB,. 1C, and 2, where the 

percent difference between values from eq. (21) and the inverse of eq. 

(17) is about 0.3%. The percent difference in region 1A is about an 
order of magnitude greater. The order of the fits, n-1, is relatively 

low in all regions, 2 in region 2, 3 in region 1A, and 4 in regions IB 

and 1C.

There are. significant variations in both the value and trend of

magma density over, the temperature-pressure domain of interest. Within

the two-phase region, density increases moderately from about 2*3 g/cm
3at high temperatures and low pressures to about 2*5 g/cm at low
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Table 1. Coefficients of Equation (22) for p in Region 1A, Figure
.______  3'. —  For which n = 4, . s = 2,51,10~^, and r = 0.9989.

aij
/\ a *a . . x 10 ij-L J

i j
1 2 3 4

1 -5.2290954 1.2874992 -1.0874874 3.189471
.2 -1.5243209 2.1410472 -1.2613150
3 -4.8057104 1.8935286
4 3.5028033

a h

i j
1 2 3 4

1 0 - 2 -5 -9
2 -3 -5 — 8
3 — 6 -9
4 -9



Table 2. Coefficients of Equation (22) for p in Region IB, Figure 3. •—  For
which n = 5, s = 3.26"10-3, and r =  0.9991.

a . . = a . . x 10 ij 11 11

ai j
1

1 -8.8078829 4.1666949 2.9157896 -1.6867430 -9.2378662
2 -3.4674126 8.7548336 -1.2383650 -1.2335775
3 1.7551340 -2.7175309 -1.3510845
4 -3.7147158 7.4527896
5 -1.0737348

alj

1
2
3
4
5

0 
— 3 
- 6 
—  10 
—14

-3
'6
•9
•13

-5
-9
-12

■8
•14

-12



Table 3. Coefficients of Equation (22) for p in Region 1C, Figure 3 . —  For
which n = 5, s = 2.18’ion , and r =0.9985.

a i.j =. a ij. x

aij

1 8 o 8093760 -1.1284737
2 3.1923289 -4.1757808
3 3.7128013 -1.5836282
4 -2.8150536 8.8470452
5 -8.3859173

1.7014472 7.1081449
4.5560647 -6.8037241
6.0454189

7.252962

-8
-12
-17
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Table .4. Coefficients of Equation (22) for p in Region 
2) Figure 3. —  ̂For which n “ 3, s = 5.41e 
10“ ^9 and r = 0.9983.

aij = x 1 0 aij

. aij

i j
1 2 3

: i 2.42527 68 5.4210357 --6.6030221
2 :5„6678616 1.5411563
3 -4.7840935

*
aij

i 3
1 2 3

1 0 -4 -7
2 — 6 -8
3 - 1 0
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temperatures and high pressures (Figure 4). Thus, < 0 and

(^p)^ > 0 in this region. These, trends terminate abruptly at the vapor
saturation curve because within the three-phase region above 1 kb both

("ir">P an<* O t are Sweater than 0. Isobaric sections across Figure 4
better illustrate these trends, as well as the dramatic, discontinuous

decrease in density at the vapor saturation curve (Figure 5).

This change in magma behavior is due solely to the generation

of a discrete vapor phase; bulk density is now controlled by p„ _ andtt2u
Xy. This point is emphasized in the three-phase region below 1 kb.
Within this region, density variations are similar to changes in X^; 

they both wrap around the low pressure projection of the vapor satura

tion curve (Figures 4 and 5). Isobaric temperature decreases first 

cause an increase in density as the vapor saturation curve is being ap

proached and Xy is decreasing. However, once the apex of the saturation 

curve is passed, Xy increases, and, hence, bulk density decreases (Fig

ure 5). This continuous change contrasts with that at higher pressures. 

Variations of solid-elastic material density are considerably less than 

those of magma density, changing less than 5% over the entire range (Fig

ure 4). The monotonic decrease in solid density as temperature increases 

also contrasts to magma density trends; whereas the monotonic increase 

of density with pressure is of smaller magnitude, but is the same sign 

as that in magma density.
The body force in each element, as expressed in eq. (5) and (12), 

is directly proportional to bulk material density. Buoyant forces on
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T E M P E R A T U R E  ( °C  )
2 0 0  600 1000

2.58

D E N S IT Y  
( g/cm3)2 - 2.60 2.3

2.62
2.4

2.64

2.52.66

2.68

Figure 4. Isochores of Average Upper Crustal Rocks and a Hydrous Tona-
lite Magma with X ^ q = 0.02. —  As approximated by crystalline

albite and albite-^O magma densities, respectively. Gener
ated using P-T-V data from Burnham and Davis (1971).
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Figure 5. Isobaric Sections through Figure 4. —  Showing influence of a 
discrete vapor phase on magma density. The sudden drop in 
magma density upon cooling into the three-phase (S-L-V) re
gion significantly influences the mechanical development of 
the system.



the system result from lateral temperature variations and the juxtaposi

tion of less dense elements with more dense ones. The magnitude of
3these forces within the host rocks is quite small, about 1 to 2 dyne/cm

for large thermal gradients, reflecting the relatively small magnitude

of (̂ E.)p in this region. Therefore, insignificant host rock displace- 5T *
ments are predicted as a result of host rock buoyant forces. Within the 

two-phase magma region, (^)p is larger, and buoyant forces on the order 

of 10 dyne/cm^ may develop. The dramatic increase in density as magma 

cools into the three-phase region causes large lateral density contrasts 

and, consequently, large buoyant forces, about 80 dyne/cm^.

. The potentially large density variations between magma and host 

rock may also create large buoyant forces. And again these forces are 

maximized as the magma develops a discrete vapor phase; magnitudes are on 

the order of 120 dynes/cnr*. This optimization of the buoyant term as 

the magma cools into the three-phase region may be a significant drive 

for uplifting, diking, or magma reintrusion into a cogenetic sequence of 

volcanic rocks. The latter is commonly observed on a variety of volcanic 

environments (Williams, 1932).

Pressure Derivatives 

The tonalite magma equation of state (22) generated in this 

study serves as the basis for computing values of the pressure deriva

tives, G§^) . arid (-fĵ) in eq. (12). Both of these terms are derived 
q V  -p oT v

from the total derivative of volume, which can be expressed as
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and 3 in eq. (23) are bulk magma properties, but the summation term 

is summed over all phases and represents the contribution from chemical 
reactions in a closed system. Thus, eq. (23) accounts for volume changes 
due to crystallization and vapor phase generation, as well as T-P vari

ations. This reaction term can be expanded in terms of T and P, since

dnK = ntp dXi. (24)

Then eq. (23) becomes

dV = v|a„(T,P) + p(T,P)Z V, (T,P)-d^l) |dT - v|B(T,P) - 
v ± 1 ST P

P(T,P)Z V (T,P)'(f^i) |dP, (25)1 6P T

upon expressing dX^ in terms of its partial derivatives. Rearranging 

eq. (24) gives

p p  — %  ^  5X.

(|y)T = v |p(T,P) E Vj^CT.P) ( j p % T - 6(T,P)] (26)

and
6Xi

a (T,P) + P(T,P) Z V (T,P)(— i)
(f)v =   V  ^  <27)

B(T,P) - p(T,P) E ViCT.PX^pi)^,

where p(T,P) is bulk magma density. Equations for ciy(T,P), 3(T,P), and 

the summation terms in eq. (26) and (27) are generated as follows.



Thermal Expansion

The coefficient of thermal expansions

V T-P) = - (i£i i zl) (28)P

for the magma was obtained by taking finite difference derivatives of

eq. (22)5 written for density* over the most stable temperature interval

This approach is justified by the relatively low order of the polynomial

for density in all regions. As before, tabular values were produced and

subsequently fit to obtain expressions, which are identical to eq. (22)

for the function; here, though, #(T,P) = a^.(T,P). The coefficients of

eq. (22), written for a , the parameter, n, and the correlation coef-v
ficientsare given in Tables 5, 6 , and 7. The regions over which each 

data set is applicable are shown in Figure 6 . The percent difference 

between regressed and tabular values is lowest in regions IB and 2, 

about 0.4%, and increases to approximately 5% in region 1A. The orders 

of the polynomials are again quite low, 2 in region 2, 4 in region 1A, 

and 3 in region IB.

The coefficient of thermal expansion varies in both sign and 

magnitude over the temperature and pressure domain of interest. Within 

the two-phase region, is positive throughout and decreases monotonic- 

ally from 4 x lQ-^/0C at high temperatures and low pressures to 

10 4/°C at low temperatures and high pressures (Figure 7). However, 

once again these trends and magnitudes, as well as sign of a^, dramatic

ally and discontinuously change at the vapor saturation curve. Values
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Figure 6 . P-T Regions Represented by Alternate Statements of Equation 
(22) Written for , 6, and Equations (30) and (31).



Table 5. Coefficients of Equation (22) for av in Region 1A, Figure 6. —  For
which n = 5, s = 5.33‘10- ,̂ and r = 0.9986.

 ̂ a. *
a ij = a ij x 10

aij . . . . . . . . . . .

j
1 2 3 4 5

1 -1.7715325 3.9984458 1.8368704 2.2324912 -8.8647230
2 5.2242295 6.4849115 -1.9681635 9.7463569
3 -2.1301416 2.4292966 -8.0791777
4 1.1416785 -5.1131635
5 -2.7578599

-6
-8
-10
-14

-8
-10
-14



Table 6. Coefficients of Equation (22) for av in Region IB,
Figure 6 . —  For which n = 4, s = 6.46'10~6, and r =
0.9999.

/\ 3.̂x  10 ij

j. j
1 2 3 ......4

• 1 3.7129674 -1.1068 062 -1.3140353 1.766686
2 1.1343656 -6.8384854 -2.7956435

. 3 -6.5102879 6.6231928
4 -1.2155763

-3
-6
-11
-15

-5
-10
-14

— 8
-13



Table. 7 i Coefficients of Equation (22) for otv in Re
gion 2, Figure 6. —  For which n = 3, s = 
7.06-10-7, atid r = 0.9999.

/xa . . = a .. x 10 ij 13 13

aij

1 j
1  ... 2 3

1 -1.2716467 2.5464351 2.1040511
2
3

-2.4527011 
9.0028800

-6.9833652

aij

i j
1 2 3

1 — 4 -7 - 1 0
2 -8 - 1 2
3 — 14
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Figure 7. Coefficient of Volumetric-isobaric Thermal Expansion. --For 
a tonalite magma with XH 0 = 0.02. Generated by taking fi-
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nite difference temperature derivatives of equation (22) 
written for density. The negative values of av in the three
phase (S-L-V) region are due to the decrease in magma density 
as a vapor phase produced upon cooling. 
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of the coefficient of thermal expansion range between approximately 

-20 x 10~4/°C and -40 x 10 ^/°C within the three-phase region above 

about 1 kb (Figure 7). Furthermore, the trend is not monotonic, for 

decreases to the minimum value at about 1.2 kb and then gradually in

creases with pressure. Below 1 kb the variations are again controlled 

by the low pressure, projection of the saturation curve. Values are posi

tive at high temperatures but become negative as temperatures decrease 

below the apex of the curve (Figure 7).

The highly negative values and uneven variations in are a 

result of the decrease in magma density as a discrete vapor phase is 

generated. The cause of the negative values is illustrated quite well 

by Figure 5, which shows the positive slope of density with respect to 

temperature at constant pressure, and eq. (26),. which shows the negative

relationship between cl. and (^2) . The uneven variations in a are duev 5T F VSXrrto interactions between the magnitudes of (— !) and a . At 1.2 kb they6T F V
fortuitously reach values that result in the â . minimum, about -40 x

—4 o 5Xy10 / C. At higher pressures (—=—)_ is about the same as it is at 1.26T P
kb, but o i y  is over-compensated for by the much less negative value of

,vr V
The negative values of a within the three-phase region, at tern-

V

peratures greater than 950°C9 have profound implications in magma me

chanics. The pluton must* at some time* cool into this region. Further 

cooling will create expansion of the magma which* in turn* will create 

conditions favorable to fracture production.



Compressibility

The coefficient of compressibility,

6(I’P) - RflpT <iEi F 1)i C29)

for the magma was obtained by taking finite difference derivatives of 

eq. (22), written for density, over the most stable pressure interval. 

Previously described procedures were then applied to obtain analytical 

expressions for 0(T,P). The form of these expressions is identical to 

eq. (22), where i|)(T,P) now equals B(T,P). The coefficients of eq. (22), 

the parameter, n, and correlation coefficient are given in Tables 8,

9, 10, and 11. The region over which each data set is applicable is 

shown in Figure 6. The best fits were obtained in regions 1C and 2 where 

the percent differences are about 0.5. Percent differences increase to 

about 3 in the other regions. The order of the polynomials is still 

relatively low, 4 in region 1A, 3 in regions IB and 1C, and 2 in region 

region 2.
The magnitude of the compressibility varies considerably over 

the temperature-pressure domain of interest. Within the two-phase region 

e(T,P) varies monOtonically between approximately 3 x 10  ̂and 9 x 10  ̂

per bar (Figure 8). The change in the compressibility upon traversing 

into the three-phase region is not as drastic as for et̂ .(T,P); there is 

still a discontinuity at the vapor saturation curve, but 8(B,P) remains 

positive, because within the three-phase region an iso thermal pressure 

increase always results in an approach to the vapor saturation curve.



Table 8. Coefficients of Equation (22) for g in Region 1A, Figure 6 « —  For
which n = 5, s = 1.49°10~^, and r = 0.9992.

a, . = a. . x 10aij
•eL ‘ j  - I ...........................

a i -i. .
....... -? . ■............... ..............

i ........................  J

..... r  . . .....2............. 3..... 4..... ...... S  .. .
1
2
3
4

5 ■

3.9740438
-5.1915512
1.7167788

-7.2180033
6.9026212

-2.0851164 -3.8544313 
6.2004249 -1.1658075 
2.1303215 -1.2081351 
2.4846025

6.5955769 
6.0275997

-4.5462240

-2
-4 -7

-9
-13-9

-12



Table 9. Coefficients of Equation (22) for g in Region IB, Fig
ure 6. —  For which n = 4, s = 3« 55 ° 10“"“*, and r =
0.9989.

aij = aij x

£i j

i j
1 2 3 ' 4

1 1.8171194 -2.0446235 1.4038632 -3.9504276
2
3
4

-4.9334271
4.3466145

-1.4686757

3.1871289
-8.4453864

-1.0142456

— 5
—  8 
—12

—8-n
— 8 
-ii



Table 10. Coefficients of Equation (22) for g in Region 1C, Fig
ure 60 —  For which n = 4, s = lo81°10~^, and r =
0.9999.

aij aij X 10aij

aij

i j
1 2 3 4

1 2.9446045'-6.5519707 -■2.4277176 -1.9803956
2 -3.2100763 -2.8739047 2.3261013

: 3 ; 3.5717338 6.4814915
4 -1.7692272

*aij

j
1 1 2 3 4
1 — 4 — 8 -10 -14
2 -8 -11 — 14

: 3 -13 -15
4 ; -16



Table 11. Coefficients of Equation (22) for 3 in Re
gion 2, Figure 6. —  For ■
1.81-10~7, and r = 0.9999

aij =
/x a *x 10 ij

aij

i j
1 2 3

1 3.1547862 2.5278489 3.4549175
2 -2.9538175 -1.8980366
3 3.6383365

-12— 6 
-10 
-15

-9
-13
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XH 0 = 0.02. Generated by taking finite difference pressure 
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Xy» in turn, will always decrease, and, as a result, magma density will 
always increase. Thus, the derivative in eq. (27) is positive.

The rapid change in bulk density in the three-phase region re

sults in larger values of $(T,P). Above about 2 kb the compressibility 

varies between 1.8 x 10-  ̂and 5 x .10~"* per bar. (Figure 8). There is a 

rapid change in g(T,P), as there is in a^(T,P) between about 2 and 1 kb: 

from 5 x 10""̂  to 5 x 10~^, respectively (Figure 8). Below 1 kb 8̂ ,(T,P) 

monotonically increases to about 10~^ at 100 bars.

Other Terms
Analytical expressions for the summation terms

(27),

, - i AP? P. 5T %X ^ P

and

PZ ^  ( # : )  . (31)
i l T

were generated by regression. Again, the form of the expressions is 

identical to eq. (22). The coefficients of eq. (21), in terms of eq.

(29), are given in Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15, while Tables 16,...17, 18,

19, 20, and 21 contain the coefficients of eq. (22) in terms of eq. (31). 

The region over which each data set applies is shown in Figure 6, with 

the parameter, n, and correlation coefficient appearing in the respective 

tables.

in eq. (26) and

(30)



Table 12. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (30) in Region
1A, Figure 6. —  For which n = 5, s = 6.08*10 , and r =
0.9984.

,a*a .. = a .. x 1 0  ij 13 13
aij

. j1 1 2 3 4 5
1 -2.3081181 -1.3588652 3.8381173 2.1476319 -2.6576482
2 1.4542013 3.7524925 -3.3720421 1.8144218
3 -4.7006578 5.8177907 -1.9299691
4 2.3230774 -1.2682729
5 -4.7714310

-2
- 4
-7
-10
-14

-5 
—  8 
-10 
-12

-11
-13

-8
-10
-13

-14



Table 13. Coefficients of Equation (22)_Written for Equation (30) in Region 1A, Figure 6. —
For which n = 6 ,  s = 1.87*10 , and r = 0.9996.___________________________________

aij aij X 10aij

aij
ji 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 -5.7773198 4.6564814 1.3102172 5.9913371 -1.0256338 8.5022544
2 2.3546962 -1.4256832 -7.5745486 -3.6175178 -7.4587801
3 -7.1599705 4.9895723 -1.5775031 9.7955684
4 8.1495342 -1.5462418 4.6162919
5 -7.8883090 -1.4772675
6 3.8283358

-11
-14
-18

-17-13
-17

-7
-11
-14
-17

- 2
-5
-9
-12
-15
-18

—  6 
-8 
-11 
-14 
-17
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Table 14. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (30)
in Region 1C, Figure 6. —  For which n = 4, s =
7.29-10"6, and r = 0.9999.

a .. = a .. x 10 ij 13 i]
aij

i j
1 2 3 4

1 8.6438346 -1.0285005 -2.2841230 9.9659288
2 1.4215963 -7.8919149 -4.2718767
3 -5.5748064 3.0584278
4 -7.9262557

-12-5
-10
-14

-5
-6
-11
-16

-9
-13



Table 15. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for 
Equation (30), in Region 2, Figure 6. —  
For which n = 3, s = 1.41*10“ , and r = 
0.9999.

/N A  *a .. = a .. x 10 ij 13 13
aij
j

1 1 2 3
1 -1.2784566 5.2021398 3.2409233
2 3.0494980 -5.7146508
3 -1.8304785

*aij

i j
1 2 3

1 -4 — 8 -10
2 -9 -12
3 -13



Table 16. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31) in Region 1A, Figure 6• —
For which n = 6, s = 1.12»10~\ and r = 0.9750.__________________________________

aij = a ij X 10aij

aij
ji 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 -1.9816430 3.0646364 -3.0378982 -1.5115677 -1.7246858 5.9633987
2 1.1587053 -1.4530058 -3.1239129 1.4603268 -8.9353821
3 3.3550682 -4.2826839 2.7413108 2.2233999
4 -3.9419159 1.6030055 -1.8616793
5 -4.7325523 2.1117643
6 -1.3708698

-14
-16

-17-10
-12
-15

-1
-3
-7
-9
-12
-14

-4
-6
-9
-11
-14

— 9 
-10 
-12 
-14

inlo



Table 17. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31) in Region
IB, Figure 6. —  For which n = 5, s = 3.3*10“ ,̂ and r =
0.9861.

aij
/\ a* a . . x 10 ij 13 J

Sij

i j
1 2 3 4 5

1 1.5972790 -1.2601338 3.0331457 2.4873537 -1.4137084
2 5.7096298 -9.0711036 6.2128391 1.7679546
3 -5.0947808 1.2621235 -4.2678567
4 -1.8583514 -2.1572175
5 1.6482772

*
ai j
j

1 2 3 4 5
1 -3 -5 -10 -11 -14
2 -5 — 8 -12 -14
3 — 8 -10 -14
4 -11 -14
5 -14



Table 18. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31) in Region 1C, Figure 6. —
For which n = 6, s = 4.98*10~^, and r = 0.9995.___________________________________

a ij a ij X 10a ij

aij
ji 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 7.9934815 1.2989830 -3.8328520 -1.3232391 5.8538739 -5.0655218
2 -1.1439659 -8.1998472 4.3954379 -1.4915593 3.0845331
3 2.1904758 -4.5970780 1.9955118 6.2214961
4 2.6343321 -1.4323479 -1.9318469
5 -2.6775021 1.0500952
6 -8.6954980

aij

-14
-17

-11
-14
-18

—  8 
-11 
-14 
-17

-5
-9
-11
-15
-17

-3
-5 
— 8 
-12 
-15 
-19

in
in



Table 19. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31) in Region ID,
_________ Figure 6. —  For which n = 5, s = 3.74*10~~^, and r - 0.9993._______

/s a xa . . = a . . x 10 ij 13 13

aij
3

1 2 3 4 5
1 3.5230716 -1.2137665 -2.9963292 -2.2219289 2.3128946
2 -1.1742910 -9.9774304 -9.7332918 1.9349953
3 4.6613227 7.4677553 1.2146100
4 -6.0035623 -8.3925302
5 9.2475697

-3 
—  6 
-10 
-14 
-18

-6
-10
-14
-17

-12
-15

-9
-14
-16

-15



Table 20. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31) in Region IE,
Figure 6. —  For which n = 5, s = 2.63*10 , and r = 0.9983.

/x A *a. . = a. . x 10 ij 13 13

ji 1 2 3 4 5
1 4.7270238 8.1640170 2.3322307 -1.5387726 -8.8118721
2 -3.5391280 -4.7359322 3.6411719 1.5927461
3 -8.8254594 2.4841841 -1.5593986
4 1.4896250 -2.2636628
5 -3.0172502

*
a i j
j

i 1 2 3 4 5
1 -5 -8 -10 -13 -16
2 -8 -11 -14 -16
3 -12 -14 -17
4 -15 -18
5 -21
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Table 21. Coefficients of Equation (22) Written for Equation (31)
in Region 2, Figure 6. —  For which n = 4, s = 1.71'
10-8, and r = 0.9997. ___________________________

y\ 3,*j x 10 ij

aij

i j
1 2 3 4

1 1.1619419 -2.7997887 2.8979873 -1.1080764
2 -4.9620179 1.0930306 7.6138190
3 5.0522284 -3.4812086
4 5.4349198

*
ai j

i j
1 2 3 4

1 -5 -8 -11 -14
2 -10 -14 -17
3 -14 -17
4 -19
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The best fits for eq. (30) are in regions IB, 1C, and 2 (Figure 

6), where the percent differences are less than 0.5. The error increas

es to about 15% in region 1A. The value of eq. (30) is less than, but 
of the same sign as, a^. Thus, considering terms due to crystallization 

results in a larger value for the thermomechanical parameter, eq. (27), 

than Would otherwise have been attained.

The percent differences of the fits for eq. (30) are about 3 in 

regions ID, IE, 2, 10 in regions 1A and IB, and 15 in region 1C. Within 

the three-phase region the magnitude of (3) is within a factor of 2 or 

3 of B(T,P) but is of the opposite sign. Within the two-phase region 

below 4 kb, eq. (31) is about an order of magnitude less than B(T,P) and 

has the same sign. At pressures greater than 4 kb and temperatures 

greater than 1000°C, the relative magnitudes remain the same, but the 
sign of eq. (31) becomes negative. Thus, the pressure-dependent crys

tallization term, eq. (31), has a varying effect on both the viscous 

thermomechanical parameter eq. (27) and eq. (26). Within the three- 

phase region, when considering only &(T,P), the magnitudes of eq. (26) 

and (27) are decreased by a factor of 1/3 or 1/4 from their original 

values. Changes in the two-phase region are not nearly as great: a 10%

decrease below 4 kb and a 10% increase above 4 kb.

Thermomechanical Parameters

The thermomechanical parameters, E * f o r  elastic materials, and

(AE.) for viscous materials, are critical to the mechanical analysis.6T v .
The sign and magnitude of these parameters define the initial trends of 

stress or pressure variations due to the dispersal of heat away from the
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hot pluton. As a result of their importance, these parameters will be

closely examined over the temperature and pressure domain of interest.

The magnitude of E°a does not vary significantly over the en-
L

tire domain of interest, the extremes being 5 and 2.5 bars/°G (Figure 

9). Furthermore, the sign is always positive. As a result, a tempera

ture increase, which occurs only in the host rocks, is a drive toward 

increasing the magnitude of compressive stresses, at least -25 bars for 

every 1Q°C increase. A temperature decrease, which occurs within the 

pluton and portions of the host rocks in the later cooling stages, is, 

on the other hand, a drive toward reducing the magnitude of the compres
sive stresses.

There are significant and drastic variations in both the sign
5Pand magnitude of the viscous thermomechanical parameter, (— )y, within

SPthe magma domain (Figures 9 and 10). In the two-phase region (— )y is

positive and ranges between 50 and 90 bars/°G (Figure 10). Cooling in
this region is, therefore, a drive toward reduction in magma pressure,

at least -500 bars for every 10°C decrease.

However, due to its relationship to the other, more fundamental

material parameters, a discontinuity in both sign and magnitude of (-|̂ -)̂
SPoccurs at the saturation curve. Within the three-phase region (— )^ is

onegative for all temperatures greater than about 950 C (Figure 10). .

Furthermore, above about 1 kb, values drop precipitously to a minimum of
oless than about -150 bars/ C at 1.4 kb and then gradually increase to 

-90 bars/°C before decreasing again to below ^100 bars/°C (Figure 10). 

Clearly, cooling in the three-phase region is a significant drive toward
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Figure 9. Thermomechanical Parameter for Average Upper Crustal Rocks
and a Hydrous Tonalite Magma with X ^ q = 0.02. —  As approxi

mated by crystalline albite and albite-^O magma properties. 
The elastic solid thermomechanical parameter, E*a^, is always 
positive; whereas, the fluid thermomechanical parameter 
(6P/£t )v , is positive and greater than E*a^ in the two-phase 
(S-L) region but negative throughout most of the three-phase 
(S-L-V) region. The positive value of E* means that host 
rock heating is a drive toward tensile stresses, about 45 
bars for every 10°C increase; a positive value of (5^/5T)v 
means that magma pressure tends to increase upon cooling at 
constant volume, about 700 bars for every 10°C decrease. A 
negative value of the fluid thermomechanical parameters, on 
the other hand, means that magma pressure increases upon 
cooling at constant volume.
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Figure 10. Fluid Thermomechanical Parameter in the Magmatic Three- 
phase (S-L-V) Region. —  Where it is always negative for 
T <_ 1000°C. The large negative values result from the nega
tive values of ay in this region and mean that at P > 1 kb a 
10°C cooling interval produces at least a 1 kb magma pres
sure increase at constant volume. (6P/6T)v and hence the 
pressure increases upon cooling are significantly less below 
1 kb.



increasing magma pressure, at least 1 kb and up to 1.5 kb for every 10 

decrease, and inducing fracturing.



ANALYSIS OF THE CONDUCTIVE ENVIRONMENT

The mechanical aspects of energy transport phenomena in pluton 

environments have been computed for a system which cools only by conduc

tive heat transport. This system provides a heuristic model for delimit

ing the interactions, relative importance, and consequences of thermal 
and mechanical energy transport.

Partial coupling of the thermal and mechanical, processes divides 

the analysis into two sequential computations; 1) temperature distribu

tions throughout the history of the system, and 2) mechanical aspects 

of these temperature distributions. Therefore, a set of equations and 

a set of initial and boundary conditions approximate, the processes in 

each calculation. The governing equations are described in a previous 

section, and we now examine the conditions and solution of those equa

tions as used in this study.

Thermal Energy Distributions 

Heat transfer in impermeable environments depends on pluton ge

ometry and heat content, temperature distributions, transport properties, 

and initial boundary conditions. A summary of values assigned to these 

variables appears on Figure 11. Emplacement of the hydrous tonalite 

magma into, this environment is assumed to occur instantaneously so that 

initial host rock temperatures and pluton heat content (367 kcal/km 

depth) are undisturbed. Sources of heat within the pluton, such as la
tent heat of crystallization, are not considered. Furthermore, it is

64
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Figure 11. Thermal Initial and Boundary Conditions and Isotherms at
Select Times (in Thousands of Years) after Pluton Emplace
ment. —  For the pure conductive cooling model used in this 
study.
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assumed that a two-dimensional domain, as defined by 400 evenly spaced

grid points, represents a vertical section through the actual system
(Figure 11). By using an insulating boundary on the symmetry line,
values need only be computed for one-half of the domain. Temporal and
spatial errors introduced by this finite difference discretization are
less than 10% (Norton and Knight, 1977, system PI). Temperature at the

6grid points are computed for discrete times for a period of 5 x 10 years 

and are used in the mechanical equilibrium equations as initial 

conditions.

Since there are several discussions of the . thermal history in 

conductive environments (Lovering, 1935; Jaeger, 1968; Norton and Knight, 

1977), only aspects pertinent to the present discussion will be briefly 

reviewed. There are two thermal regimes in hot pluton environments: 

host rocks and the pluton. The host rock thermal regime is character-- 

ized by the propagation of isotherms away from the pluton in the early 

stages of the history, followed by their descent, back toward the pluton 

and regional values in the later stages (Figure 11). Points within the 

host rocks experience an initial temperature increase followed by a 

slow exponential decay; the net rate of decay attains a maximum of about 

2 x 10~^°C/yr near the pluton (Figure 12). The rate of increase, magni

tude of the thermal maximum, and the initiation of decay are inversely 

proportional to the distance away from, the heat source.

The thermal regime within the pluton is characterized by continu

ally decreasing temperatures; the rate of decay decreases with distance 

from the pluton-host rock boundary (Figure 12.) .
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Figure 12. Eulerian Thermal Variations for Points within the Host Rocks 
and Pluton. —  Locations are denoted by numerals in Figure 
11.



Mechanical Energy Distribution

Physical processes in an impermeable hot pluton environment de
pend on initial geometries9 pressures9 stresses, and material proper

ties, as well as temperature distributions. Geometric similarity be
tween thermal and mechanical models is maintained by using initial 

values of these variables from the heat transfer computations„ There

fore, a magma body is assumed to instantaneously appear in a crustal 

environment which is characterized by an isotropic stress field equal to 

the lithostatic load0 The critical magma pressure is varied .until dis
placements within the domain, are minimized upon attaining equilibrium 

between stresses, magma pressure, and body forces» This causes the 

maximum amount of geometric similarity between the mechanical and the 

rigid system in which heat flow was calculated» The initial stress 

field is slightly perturbed from the hydrostatic case upon equilibrating 

with magma pressure, which has an initial value of about !<, 5 at the top 

of the pluton and varies by p(T,P) e_g, downward (Figure-13) . Differences 

between pressure and stress also initially increase downward, since hy

drous tonalite magma density is always less than that of the host rock. 

The resultant initial P-T conditions in the magma are such that the en

tire pluton is in the two-phase region, except for a chilled margin, 

about 150 m thick, which results from discretization.

By assuming a plane strain condition, the actual system can be 

represented by a two-dimensional domain; but since the domain is sym

metric, only one-half of it is used. This half-domain* is discretized 

into 343 elements, defined by 183 nodes, two degrees of freedom per node.
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2 1 ^

OII3

u = 0, v = 0 
t=0

Figure 13. Mechanical Initial and Boundary Conditions for Model
Systems. —  Bars are the directions and magnitude of the 
initial stresses (all compressive). Due to symmetry, only 
half of the domain is shown.
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Constant strain, triangular membrane elements are used in the elastic 

regions, and composite quadrilateral elements, described earlier, are 
used in the viscous regions. Accuracy of the results is greatest where 

element density is greatest, which in this study is in and immediately 

around the pluton. Displacement boundary conditions are given on Figure 

13.

Numerical solution of the conservation of energy equations de

termines equilibrium values of magma pressure and rock stress for the 

given conditions. Hence, they are explicitly independent of time. How

ever, the temperature distribution in the system is computed independent

ly and is an explicit function of time. Therefore,, the conservation of 

energy equations become implicit functions of time upon incorporation of 

temperature distributions through the thermomechanical parameters, eq.

(8) and (10). Equilibrium pressures and stresses are thus determined 

incrementally through time by solving a series of initial and boundary 

value problems. Pressure and stress values at the end of each time step 

are used along with a new temperature distribution as initial conditions 

in;the next time step. Material properties required to solve eq. (5) and 

(12) are calculated at the beginning of each time step and, therefore, 

lag one-half step behind actual conditions; they are for the present 

temperature but the past pressure. Since magma properties are highly 

temperature- and pressure-dependent, numerical integration limits are 

restricted to AT = -5°C to ensure convergence to within 10% of the true 

value.
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An upper limit on magma pressure is necessary for geologically 

reasonable conditions. As magma pressure increases, stresses in the ad

jacent rocks progressively increase until the tensile strength of the 

rocks is exceeded and fracturing occurs. This is analogous to fluid- 

induced fracturing of hydrocarbon reservoirs as practiced by the petro

leum industry (Hubbert and Willis, 1957). The magma pressure required 

to induce fracturing depends on the geometry of the magma chamber, the 

state of stress and tensile strength of the adjacent rocks. Magma cham

bers are in general irregularly shaped and therefore a lower internal 

pressure is required to produce fracturing than in circular chambers.

The state of stress in hydrothermal systems evolves with time but in 

general is characterized by an anisotropic distribution of low effective 

pressures (Knapp and Knight, 1977). Furthermore,. the tensile strength 

of rocks is an exceedingly small quantity, on the order of tens of bars. 

These factors suggest that magma pressure need not greatly exceed the 

ambient stresses before fracturing is induced. Therefore, fracturing 

caused by increases in magma pressure is assumed to occur in rocks adja

cent to magma when magma pressure is 10% greater than the lithostatic 

load. It is further assumed that fracturing is accompanied by a rapid 

adiabatic pressure decrease which results, in turn, in rapid crystalliza

tion. ' A rapid drop in pressure is often observed during borehole hy

draulic fracturing experiments (Hubbert and Willis, 1957; Bredehoeft et - 

al., 1976). Thus, there are three possible means of crystallization 

considered: an isobaric crystallization which may occur in the first
half of a time step when new temperature distributions are assigned, an
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isothermal crystallization which may occur in the second half of a time 

step as pressure decreases isotheimally to the solidus, and the adiabatic 

crystallization just described which occurs when magma pressure exceeds 

hydrofracturing criteria and a pressure and. temperature drop results in 

crystallization. The temperature drop is due to the presumed adiabatic 

decompression. This process may be augmented by dike injection during 

hydrofracturing. The hydrofracturing parameter used in this study is 

smaller than the parameter derived for the more stable circular chamber 

geometry (Rubbert and Willis, 1957), but tests have shown that the rate 
of crystallization is relatively insensitive, to this parameter when it 
has values between 0 and 50%. Hydrofracturing and adiabatic crystalli

zation in hydrothermal systems is an important process involved in modi

fying the physical environment.

Transfer of thermal energy throughout the system is the single 

most important process inducing temporal variations in stresses, magma 

pressure, and phase evolution of the magma. This section focuses on the 

magmatic regime. The evolution of magma pressure depends on the sign 

and magnitude of the fluid thermomechanical parameter, the volume frac

tion of vapor-saturated regions within the magma and the rate of thermal 

changes in the system.

Magmatic Evolution
SPThe relationship between, magma pressure and Og^y is best illus

trated by crystallization paths in a simplified system which is isolated 
from its surroundings such that temperature and pressure are uniform and 

total volume is constant. Then, as the magma cools, a crystallization
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path is traced on a P-T phase diagram by sequentially mapping points de

fined by

p - po + ' (! § V I

T = TQ + /dT. (32)

This curve is a graphical description of the relationship between (— )XT5T v
and magma pressure.

Crystallization paths are almost wholly determined by the ini

tial conditions (Figure 14). The initial path from point 1 is a steep

pressure descent to the vapor saturation curve, reflecting the moderate-
5Ply large positive values of Og^)y» Once within the three-phase region, 

the sign of the parameter changes. Further cooling results in small

pressure increases until a pressure of about 1 kb is reached. At this
(SPpoint, (ĝ r)y decreases rapidly (Figure 10), causing an extremely rapid 

pressure rise and the system intersects the saturation curve (Figure 14). 

Approach to the curve is a function of the relative values of the vis

cous thermomechanical parameter, and the slope of the vapor saturation
5Pcurve. At about 1 kb, (— )y becomes more negative than the slope, and 

the path and vapor saturation curve converge. Once back on the vapor
('•p

saturation curves the path is forced to stay there until C ^ -)y becomes
algebraically greater than the slope of the saturation curve (approxi- 

omately -140 bars/ C at 3 kb), with the subsequent path toward the solidus3 

or until magma pressure exceeds failure criteria, at which time fractur

ing and quenching of the magma will occur.
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Figure 14. Crystallization Paths for a Cooling-constant Volume Magma
System that is Entirely within One Phase Region. —  Showing 
relationship between the viscous thermomechanical parameter 
and cooling. Within the two-phase region (S-L), (^P/6T)V 
is positive and cooling results in a pressure drop until the 
vapor saturation curve is reached. Once within the three- 
phase region (S-L-V), cooling results in magma pressure in
creases due to the negative values of (^^/6T)V .
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All paths.whose initial conditions lie within the two-phase re

gion have identical styles. Indeed, even paths from initial conditions 

within the three-phase region and with pressures slightly greater than 

those on pathline 3 (Figure 14) will intersect the vapor saturation 

curve and follow the aforementioned route. Paths whose, initial condi
tions are at lower pressures than those on pathline 3 will take paths 

similar to 3; the paths will be directly toward the solidus, and pres
sure will not appreciably rise. Therefore, the presence of a discrete

vapor phase is critical for increasing magma pressure, for otherwise 
SP(— )y is. positive, and cooling will result in a reduction of pressure. 

Furthermore, it is important that pressure be greater than about 500 

bars for there to be significant increases in pressure. The mechanical 

importance of a magmatic vapor phase seems to have first been identified 

by Burnham and Davis (1969, 1974).

It is emphasized that this simplified system serves only to il-
SPlustrate the general relationships between magma pressure, (— )^ , and 

vapor phase generation. In more realistic systems, mechanical interac

tions between magma and host rocks cause a decrease in magma volume dur

ing cooling. Furthermore, vapor-saturated and undersaturated regions 

can coexist within the magma so that pressure increases generated by 

cooling within a three-phase region can be dissipated throughout the 

magma; all points will experience the same pressure perturbation. There

fore, the volume fraction of vapor-saturated regions becomes as critical 

as the mere presence of a vapor phase in producing magma pressure changes.
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A comparison of (— .) and the volume fraction of three-phase re- St

gions through time illustrates these points (Figure 15). There is excel
lent correlation between the trends and extrema of the two functions 
throughout the life of the magma; pressure variations are directly pro

portional to the volume percent.of the three-phase region. But most 

significant is that pressure does not increase unless vapor-saturated 

regions comprise greater than about 8 volume percent of the entire magma. 

Boiling does not ensure an increase in magma pressure. A further infer

ence is that crystallization tends to reduce pressure by reducing the 

percentage of three-phase regions.

Though these concepts are quite general, the details are valid 

only for this and other systems where there is a tonalite magma with 2 

weight percent H^O and where pressures are near or above 1 kbar. Differ

ent water contents could significantly affect the magnitude of the ther

momechanical parameter, most likely causing an upward translation of the 
6P(— ) curve in Figure 15. The pressure is critical because at 1 kbar 

(||)v becomes extremely negative, causing large pressure increases upon 

cooling. Therefore, as the depth of the pluton decreases, an increasing

ly larger volume percent of boiling regions is required to increase 

magma pressure. A near-surface pluton of small depth extent would ex

perience, at most, only a slight pressure increase.

The crystallization history of the magma in the model, system de

pends on rates of cooling and pressure changes, as is shown by computed 

crystallization paths (Figure 16). Adiabatic crystallization occurs 

only when the slope of the T-P path is negative. This is optimized when
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when the slope of the T-P path is minimized and when it.is more negative 

than the solidus. In contrast, isothermal or isobaric crystallization 

potential is optimized when the slope of the path is positive and be

tween about 0 and 1 bar/°C. The sign and magnitude of the slopes of

crystallizatioii paths, (-^) , are therefore important in determining§1 x,y
the magmatic history.

Variations in the sign of (^2) completely depend on the signST x,y
of pressurizing rates, since

^ x . y  - #  • #  (33>

6Tand (——) is always negative in the pluton. Therefore, when there are oh
less than 8 volume percent vapor-saturated regions in the magma (Figure

15), -|5- < 0, o|5.) > 0, and the path always trends toward isothermal

or isobaric crystallization (Figure 16, especially path 5). When there

is more than 8 volume percent vapor saturation, —  > 0, and (— ) < 0St ST x,y
and the trend is toward pressure buildr-up, hydrofracturing, and adiabatic 

crystallization (paths 1, 2, 3, and 6).
5PVariations in the magnitude of (— ) depend mainly on the cool-0T x,y

ing rate; maximizing the rate of cooling (minimizing — ) produces small-5T
est magnitude of the slope of the T-P path. Therefore, the margins of 

the pluton are less favorable locations for adiabatic crystallization 

and hydrofracturing than are the interior portions where the cooling 

rate is slower (Figure 16, compare path 4 with paths 2, 3, and 6). Adia

batic crystallization and hydrofracturing conditions are optimized where 

the cooling is slowest and when there is greater than 8 volume percent
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vapor-saturated regions within the magma chamber. It is emphasized that 

optimization does not ensure adiabatic crystallization and hydrofractur- 

ing; regions with near solidus P-T conditions may crystallize before the 

necessary pressure increase is effected.

The magmatic evolution of the model system can be interpreted 

in terms of these processes. Vapor saturation, crystallization occurs 
intermittently in space and time throughout the life of the magma (Fig

ure 17). Three-phase regions form in areas where there is the greatest 

heat loss; vapor-saturated regions are initially confined to the top 

corner of the pluton but gradually expand to a.continuous zone over the 
magma before shifting down the flanks of the pluton. Crystallization 

rapidly follows the occurrence of boiling. A general pattern of move

ment of the three-phase region down the flanks preceding a crystalliza

tion front continues through 8000 years; core of magma with a small 

vapor domain is then enclosed by a crystallized rind. The isothermally 

or isobarically crystallized rind forms at the flanks due to the rapid 

cooling in this region while the top adiabatically crystallized zone 

forms in a region where a smaller pressure increase is required to in

duce hydrofracturing;

Further evolution is characterized by a scattered occurrence of 

boiling and crystallization until an irregularly shaped magma chamber 

is produced by 16*000 years (Figure 17). An extensive fracturing- 

adiabatic crystallization event occurs between 16,000 and 17,000 years, 

creating three discrete, closed magma chambers. Only a small vapor- 

saturated region remains. Each chamber proceeds to develop in a style
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Figure 17. Locations. and Geometry of the Various Phase Regions within 
the Pluton. -- Numerals denote times in thousands of years. 
The chilled margin of the pluton is an initial condition; 
the quenched regions denote locations at which magma pres
sure induced fracturing in adjacent rocks, which is accom
panied by a rapid pressure drop and quenching of the magma; 
crystallized regions . form by any other approach to the so
lidus; the three-phase region is the S-L-V region, and the 
two-phase region is the S-L region, Figure 2. Multiple 
magma chambers are formed by 17,000 years. 
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which is distinctive and totally independent of. the others, except for 
minor mechanical interactions through the crystallized bridges. The 
two uppermost chambers are of such restricted size that they evolve in 

constant volume type styles. Hence, the pressure rapidly increases 

upon development of a vapor phase, and hydrofracturing and adiabatic 

crystallization ensue. The uppermost chamber has completely crystal

lized by 21,000 years, and the middle chamber by 29,000 years. The re

maining chamber develops in a similar manner, and the last bit of magma 

crystallizes by 32,000 years.
Formation of multiple magma chambers is the result of density 

variations with temperature and pressure. These variations result in 

pressure being a non-linear function of depth, making some levels closer 

to hydrofracturing conditions than adjacent ones. Crystallized regions 

which can segment a magma chamber into several discrete chambers can and 

do form at depths which are closest to hydrofracturing conditions. The 

deeper chamber formed in the model is a result of these factors (Figure

17). Less confidence is placed in the upper chamber, which is horizon

tally as well as vertically restricted, due to the possible influence of 

numerically oriented errors. It is emphasized, however, that both types 

of chambers formed in similar models in which the hydrofracturing cri

teria were changed. The formation of multiple magma chambers appears to 

be a feature of the magmatic evolution, of hydro thermal systems, which 

can form under different initial and boundary conditions.

This style of magmatic evolution forms a composite pluton with 

chilled margins only at the host rock contact. Furthermore, each chamber



experiences a distinct, predictable physical, and chemical evolution 
after isolation. The upper and middle chambers are relatively small, 
and, hence, the crystallization paths approach styles which are similar 

to constant volume paths; compare path 2 on Figure 16 with Figure 14. 

Pressures first decrease because of the lack of vapor saturation in 

this chamber (Figure 17), but when the three-phase region is reached, 

pressure rapidly increases until hydrofracturing and adiabatic crystal
lization occur. It is important to realize, however, that quenching 

of the entire chamber does not occur until 10,000.years after isolation. 

The deepest chamber evolves differently because it is much larger than 

the others; the crystallization path is not a constant volume path (Fig

ure 16, path 3). All types of crystallization occur iti this chamber 

and over a 15,000 year time interval. Therefore, significant textural 

and phase differences, both within and between multiple chambers and 

between multiple chambers and the surrounding, earlier-crystallized 

pluton should result. This style of magmatic evolution is significantly 

different from that computed by Whitney (1975, 1977).

Stresses
Stress fields in hydro thermal systems develop in response to 

gravitational forces, thermal forces, and magmatic pressure. Since 

gravitational forces mainly determine vertical gradients in the field, 

thermal and magmatic pressure forces are the major stress altering forces. 

The importance of these forces and their interactions are analyzed in 

this section by examining the spatial and temporal development of the
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orientation, sign, and magnitude of the stress field in the conductive 

environment.

The presence of a static magma body in the upper crust causes 
the host rock stress field to develop a radial and tangential geometry 

with the maximum principle stress occupying the radial position (Figure

18). This geometry is typical of that produced by a pressurized region 

in an elastic domain where the internal pressure is less than the ap

plied stress (Ode, 1957; Robson and Barr, 1964; Roberts, 1970; Timoshenko 

and Goodier, 1970). Since the magma is completely solidified by 32,000 

years, the. magma pressure force is relatively short-lived, and the stress 

field will begin to relax if there are no other active forces. However, 

differential heat transfer is initiated upon magma emplacement and pro

duces thermal forces which at first augment but later maintain the magma 

pressure-induced stress field. Furthermore, development of a stress 

field within the solidified pluton is determined by thermal forces.

Thermal forces induce stresses through the elastic thermomechah- 

ical parameter and are directly proportional to the rate of heat transfer. 

Maximum principle stresses are directed toward regions where heat loss is 

greatest, and minimum principle stresses are directed toward regions 

where heat gain is greatest. The pluton is the region of greatest heat 

loss because temperatures drop from supersolidus to ambient conditions. 

Furthermore, this region migrates toward the center of the pluton as it 

cools. Thus, at 35,000 years after emplacement the cooling center is 

located at the top of the pluton and o^ trajectories are directed radi

ally toward it but horizontally within it (Figure 18). trajectories
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Figure 18. Principle Stress Trajectories and Net Change in Temperature 
in the Model System at 0, 25,000, and 150,000 Years after 
Pluton Emplacement. —  Trajectories are radial and tangential 
around the cooling center within the pluton. Tensile stresses 
are positive.
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are concentric around the center, forming an almost perfect bull's-eye 

pattern. As the pluton cools, the region of greatest thermal decay ex

pands downward into the pluton, deflecting the trajectories as it moves 

so that the radius of curvature of cy trajectories has greatly increased 

by 150,000 years, a. still radiates toward the enlarged region, but 
trajectories are now nearly vertical through the center and converge at 

the upper pluton corner. This geometry reflects the elongate nature of 

the cooling center and its localized extreme at the corner. It is im

portant to note that is still nearly horizontal in. the top center 

portions of the pluton. This geometry is relatively unchanged through 

the next 5 million years.
Therefore, both thermal and magma pressure forces produce a 

radial-tangential stress field, with occupying the radial position. 

Magmatic. pressure forces initiate this field and are augmented by ther

mal forces until the pluton solidifies..at 32,000 years. Thermal forces 

then become the sole driving force. Furthermore, though the host rock 

stress orientations remain essentially the same throughout the history 

of the system, there are significant changes of orientation within the 

pluton. a changes from nearly vertical, or at about 45° at 35,000 

years, to nearly horizontal at 150,000 years.
Evolution of the sign and magnitude of stress in hydrothermal 

systems, depends on variations in temperature, and magma pressure. Differ

ential heating, in general, creates forces which induce compressive 

stresses; differential cooling, on the other hand, creates forces which 

induce tensile stresses. Thus, the solidified portions of the pluton
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should decompress while the host rocks should compress. However, the 

results of thermal variations change in hot pluton environments where a 

heating and a cooling regime are juxtaposed. Thermal energy increases 

in the host rocks cause expansion away from.the magma chamber while 

cooling within the pluton results in contraction. Therefore, a tensile 

type stress is generated normal to the pluton-host rock boundary such 

that cooling forces are enhanced and heating forces are suppressed nor

mal to the boundary. The resultant effect is that cooling still in

creases the principle stress, but heating the host rocks now decreases 

the tangential stress, cy, while increasing the radial, or normal stress, 

o^ (Figure 19).

Pressure variations within the magma perturb these trends. The

oretically, a pressure increase in a circular hole within an elastic 

plate decreases radial stresses but increases tangential stresses 

(Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). This is also true in the model system 

under investigation; a magma pressure increase causes a 9.0° rotation in 

the trend of stress evolution as the radial component in both host rocks 

and pluton decrease (Figure 19). The effect on the tangential component 

is less drastic, changing only the rate of development. However, the 

effects of magma pressure variations are not experienced by points more 

than about 1 km away from the magma, due to the inverse square dissipa

tion of pressure.
These points are illustrated by stress paths, computed for sev

eral points in the conductive environment (Figure 20). Path 1 is es

pecially graphic of a cooling path affected by pressure variations as
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Figure 19. General Effects of Thermal Changes and Magma Pressure In
creases in Stress Development in the Model System. —  Ther
mal effects are for times at which magma pressure is 
decreasing or when there is no magma left in the system. 
Tensile stresses are positive.
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Figure 20. Computed Stress Paths at Selected Locations within the Model 
System. —  Showing the combined thermal and pressure ef
fects. Each change in slope corresponds to times at which 
the volume fraction of boiling has increased above or de
creased below the critical 8% value. Arrowheads are at
5.000 year intervals through the magmatic history at each 
point. The next time denoted after solidification is
100.000 years.
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each deviation in trend corresponds exactly with changes in sign of —5t
(compare with Figure 15). The path becomes a regular cooling path after

the pluton is completely solid. Trend changes in path 2, located within
the host rocks, also correspond exactly to for up to 20,000 yearsSt
when the magma has receded to a distance greater than 1 km away from 

the point. The decompression of and er̂ , beginning at 100,000 years, 

marks the initiation of cooling at this host rock location.

Stress paths are also a function of the local rate of heat trans

fer. Regions of rapid cooling or heating will experience greater rates 

of stress change than will other regions. Comparison of paths 1 and 3 

(Figure 20) reveals an illustration of this. Path 3 is located at the 

top of the pluton and undergoes extremely rapid cooling for the first

35,000 years; each segment of path 3 is, therefore, longer than the cor

responding segment of path 1. For instance, in path 3 o^ increases by 

about 1200 bars and increases by about 200 from t = 0 to 5 = 1000 

years, while during the same period o^ of path 1 increases by only 600 

bars and experiences do not change. The location of any point in 

stress space at any time, therefore, depends on magma pressure varia

tions, its proximity to the magma chamber, and the local rate of heat 

transfer.

Fracturing

Two causes of fracturing in hydrothermal systems are examined in 

this study: magma pressure-induced fracturing (Rubbert and Willis, 1957;

Roberts, 1970) and thermally-induced fracturing. Qualitative statements
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on the timing, location, and geometry of fractures produced by these 
processes can be made by comparing computed stresses with failure cri
teria. A modification of Coulomb-Navier theory (Paul, 1961; Jaeger and 

Cooki 1976) is used as a first approximation to rock fracturing phenom

ena. The condition for shear failure is the Coulomb-Navier 

relationship:
a3 = Cq + a1 " TAN2(^74 + 8/2), (34)

with the added restriction that

a3 < CQ + C * TAN2(ir/4 + 6/2). (35)

Fault directions are + (45° + /2) with respect to the direction. It

is further assumed that tensional failure occurs when eq. (35) is not 

satisfied and when

a1 = C1$ (36)

with fracturing in the direction of Og (Hubbert and Willis, 1957;

Hubbert and Rubey, 1959). Therefore, there is a discontinuous change 

in both the stress conditions under which failure occurs and the orienta

tion of the resulting fault plane. In this study CQ' = -1 kbar, =

50 bars, and 8 = 30° are used as representative values for average crust- 

al rocks (Brace, 1964; Handin, 1966; Jaeger and Cook, 1976), and Figure

21.shows the geometric relationships between the various failure regimes

for these values. Thus, hydrofracturing can, in theory, occur by ten

sion or shear.
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Figure 21. Brittle Failure Regimes Used in This Study. —  A modified 
Navier-Coulomb criteria after Paul (1961) and Jaeger and 
Cook (1976) using a crushing strength, Co, of -1 kbar and a 
tensile strength, C^, of 50 bar. The no-failure regime has 
been subdivided into a hydrofracturing by tension region 
(for values of ag below line but above the line
parallel to =og) and a hydrofracturing by shear region 
(below the line parallel to = Og). The light vertical 
to subvertical lines with associated minerals denote fluid 
pressures required to induce hydrofracturing.
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Equations (34) and (36) are still valid in situations where a 

fluid pressure must be considered; effective principle stresses are then 

used. Thus, the geometry of Figure 21 does not change. Transforming 

the axes to effective stress is equivalent to translating a point on the 

diagram by p /T at a 45° slope toward increasing values of o^ and 

The no-failure regime can be partitioned into two domains by applying 

this principle: one where hydrofratturing occurs by tension and one

where it occurs by shear (Roberts, 1970). The equation for this parti

tion is

03 = Of + c0 + T > TAN2 (n/4 + 0/2); (37)

when tig exceeds the right side of eq. (37), hydrofracturing must be by 

tension. Contours can then be drawn within these regions to specify 

values of fluid pressure which are required to induce fracturing.

Stress redistribution after fracturing is not accounted for, 

and therefore, stress, paths are permitted to move continuously through 

a failure regime. If the principle stresses plot within a failure re

gime, then fracturing by that mechanism is assumed to be occurring.

The fracturing results presented are very first approximations to geo

logic reality. However, this approach has been used with success by Ode 

(1957), Cummings (1968), and Koide and Bhattacharjl (1975) in correlat

ing predicted stress orientations with fracture geometry,

Hydrofracturing occurs spasmodically around the magma throughout 

the 32,000 year magmatic history (Figure 22). Within several thousand 

years after emplacement, hydrofracturing is initiated in a restricted
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Figure 22. Computed Locations of Hydrofracturing in the Model System. —  
Numerals denote times in thousands of years. Hydrofracturing 
in the model system occurs in the rocks around the margins 
of the magma when magma pressure increases induce tensile 
strengths.
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region at the top of the pluton. As cooling continues, fracture loca

tions move downward and» at 20,000 years, encompass much of the pluton, 
the greatest area being between 500 m and 2 km from the top of the plu— 

ton. These locations effectively outline the magma chambers. Further 

hydrofracturing"is caused by vapor saturation on the.isolated magma 

chambers; therefore, it is restricted to the boundaries of these cham

bers. A composite map of fracturing locations serves to highlight three 
major conclusions:

1) The flanks of the pluton are unaffected by hydrofracturing, a 

result of the relatively thick layer of crystallization devel

oped by these locations during periods of low magma pressure.

2) Large portions of the isolated magma chambers are unfractured.

3) There are regions that experience multiple hydrofracturing 

events.

The time lapse between these multiple events varies from about 5000 to 

8000 years. Hydrofracturing occurs by tension in all cases, and, there

fore, the directions of the minimum, principle stresses are the directions 

of fracturing. The pluton has been subdivided into three domains of 

fracturing, and histogram rosettes of dips of the fracture planes have 

been plotted for each domain (Figure 23). The relative abundance of 

the various fracture orientations depicted by histograms is based only 

on the number of hydrofracturing events each finite element has experi

enced. An element is assumed to have hydrofractured when its maximum 

principle stress is exceeded by the pressure in an adjacent magma
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Figure 23. Composite Locations of Hydrofracturing and Dip Histogram" 
Rosette Diagrams of Dips of Hydrofracture Planes. —  The 
flanks of the pluton and portions.of the multiple magma 
chambers do not experience hydrofracturing. Dip histogram 
rosette diagrams represent relative abundance of hydrofrac- 
turing events which produce cracks of a given orientation. 
Vertical fracture-producing events are most common on the 
upper portions of the system, horizontal fracture-producing 
events are most abundant in the middle, and both are abun
dant in the lower portions. Fracturing is systematic and 
variations reflect the spatial and temporal development of 
the stress field.
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element as it crystallizes. If a  is exceeded, either simultaneously1
or at different times, by the pressure in two adjacent quenching magma 

elements, then two hydrofracturing events are assumed. Orientations of 
the fracture planes are computed at each event and then averaged over 
the domain to obtain the dip-histogram rosette. Thus, the diagrams es

sentially represent the relative abundance of hydrofracturing events 

producing fractures of a given orientation.

The dips of hydrofracture planes (Figure 23) vary considerably 

throughout the pluton, reflecting the spatial and temporal evolution of 

the stress field. The predominant orientation changes from vertical in 

domain 1, to horizontal in domain 2, to vertical and +30° in domain 3. 

The dips of secondary abundance also vary through the pluton: +60° in

domain 1 and vertical in domain 2. The secondary vertical fractures on 

domain 2 occur mainly toward the center of the pluton.

Thermally-induced fracturing occurs continuously throughout the 

history of the system by both shearing and tension mechanisms. Loca

tions and mechanisms of failure within, the system, are obtained by map

ping the state of stress in terms of the failure regimes (Figure 24). 

Thermal fracturing within the pluton initiates in the upper portions 

several thousand years after emplacement. This region propagates across 

the top of the pluton and sweeps down the side margin before gradually 

encroaching on the deeper, more interior locations. The failure regime 

of the state of stress varies spatially and temporally throughout the 

pluton; there are both tension and shear conditions, at various locations 

until about 500,000 years, then the entire pluton is in the tension
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Figure 24
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Computed State of Stress in Model System in Terms of Brittle 
Failure Regimes. —  Shear denotes that stresses within this 
region plot within the shear failure regime (Figure 21) and 
similarly for tensile. The no-failure regime is left blank. 
Fracturing depicted in this diagram results from thermally- 
induced stresses. Numerals denote times in thousand years.
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regime. Shearing conditions within the pluton are always followed by 

tension fracturing conditions. The converse is never observed. There

fore, there is a simultaneous propagation of a shear failure front and 

a tension failure front through the first 500,000 years of cooling.
Shear fracturing conditions develop within the host rocks around 

the corners of the pluton by 50,000 years after emplacement (Figure 24). 

This shearing region expands radially outward and by 400,000 years forms 

a large cupola around the upper portions of the pluton. A tension re

gion also develops in this region by 300,000 years, but its size remains 

quite small.

Thermally-induced fracturing in hydrothermal systems can, there

fore, be mapped into three different regimes: shearing, tension, and

shearing followed by tension (Figure 24). The shearing regime is total

ly within the host rocks and occurs as a cupola around the top of the 

pluton. The tension regime occurs wholly within the pluton as two dis

tinct regions, one on the upper portion and one on the lower portion. 

Shearing followed by tension occurs in both pluton and host rocks. It 

is mainly confined to the margins of the pluton, but it also occupies a 

wide swath across the pluton's mid-section.

Orientation of the thermal fractures is determined by the stress 

field at the time of failure, as well as by the style of fracturing.

As a result, orientations should differ .considerably between different 

regions in the system. Dips of fracture planes are shown by Rose dia

grams for the various regions (Figure 25). These diagrams are con

structed by a procedure similar to that described for hydrofracture
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Figure 25. Computed Composite of Stress History in Model System and
Dip Histogram Rosette Diagrams of Dips of Thermal Fracture 
Planes. —  Thermal fracturing is by both tension and shear 
within the pluton but primarily by shear within the host 
rocks. Rose diagrams represent relative abundance of thermal 
fracturing events which produce cracks of a given orienta
tion. A thermal fracturing at any location event is as
sumed to occur when the local stresses cross into a different 
failure regime. The fracture orientations are systematic 
with variations reflecting temporal and spatial variations 
on the stress field during fracturing.
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orientations. Each time the stress condition on a finite element cross

es a boundary between failure regimes,. a fracturing even is assumed to 

occur. If a stress path crosses two boundaries, then the element is 

considered to have undergone two fracturing events. The orientation of 
the fracture plane is perpendicular to the direction of for tension 

failure, and is at an angle of + (45° 4- 0/2) to f°r shear failure.

The dip-histogram rosettes, therefore, graphically represent orienta

tions and rates of stress change averaged over the region.

Fracture orientations in domain 1 are characteristic of a mixed

tension-shear mechanism (Figure 25). The conjugate shear set, developed
ofirst in this region, is easily discernible, with dips around 60 and 

30°. The tension event, however, is dominant, producing vertical frac

tures. Fracturing occurs predominantly by tension.in domain 2, and the
o oconcentration of values around 10 and 20 reflects the long period of 

near-horizontal orientation of in this area. Region 3 is a mixed 

tension-shear regime, and, as a result, there are three dominant frac

turing directions. The conjugate set dips at 25° and 35°. The tension 

fractures bisect the angle between the conjugate set and dip at about 

5°. Region 4 is a shear regime, and the dips to failure planes are 

characteristic.

An understanding of fracture development in hydrothermal systems 

is gained by examining stress paths of points within each fracture re

gime (Figure 26). As discussed earlier, stress paths are determined by 

the sign and rate of thermal changes and by magmatic pressure changes. 

The shear failure zone in the host rocks is located in a. region of high
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Figure 26. Computed Stress Paths at Various Locations within the
System. —  Arrowheads are at 100,000 year intervals. Fail
ure regimes are superimposed for reference.
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rates of heating. Therefore, stress paths are directly toward the 

shear failure envelope, except for some temporary deviations due to 

pressure increases (path 2). Host rock locations outside the shear 

failure region experience slower thermal increases (path 1) or are ini

tially further from the failure envelope. . As a result, temperatures be

gin to decrease and deflect the path away from the envelope before 

fracturing can occur.

Stresses at points within the pluton have path styles character

istic of a cooling thermal regime. Therefore, the cooling rate, magma 

pressure, and the time at which the point becomes elastic control the 

ultimate fracturing mechanism. Points within the top shear-then-tension 

failure zones have such large cooling rates that their stress paths in

tersect the shear failure boundary during the first increase in pres

sure. Subsequent segments of the path are more typical of a cooling 

regime, causing intersection of the tension, failure regime (Figure 26, 

path 3). The interaction of cooling rates and pressure increases also 

creates the middle shear-then-tension region (Figure 26, path 4). In

creases in magma pressure translate the stress path away from the hydros 

static line such that cooling subsequent to magma solidification barely 

intersects the shear envelope before it does the tension region.

The upper tension region forms in a regime of moderate rates of 

thermal decay such that the path is more directly toward the tension 

boundary (Figure 26, path 5). The lower tension region forms where 

solidification occurred late in the life of the magma. These points.
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therefore, experience almost pure cooling stress paths (Figure 26, . 

path 3).

Composite

A complete picture of fracturing in hydrothermal systems is at

tained by combining hydrofracturing and thermal fracturing data. Hydro- 

fracturing is the first event and initiates within 5000 years after 

emplacement on the upper reaches of the pluton. Shortly thereafter, a 

thermally—induced shear fracturing event occurs in the same region. The 

advance of the hydrofracturing front is rapid but temporally and spa

tially sporadic, always occurring at the receding magma, boundary. Hy

drof rac turing ceases at 35,000 years after emplacement, when the magma 

is completely crystalline. In contrast, the advance of the thermal 

fracture front is slow but continuous, sweeping in from the margins of 

the pluton toward the core by both shear and tensional events. Thus, 

the time lapse, at any given point, between hydrofracturing and thermal 

fracturing increases with distance from the top of the pluton: from

essentially zero to a lapse of about 500,000 years in the most interior 

portions (Figure 27). A thermal fracturing front propagates simultane

ously in the host rocks- with the one in the pluton. The fractured re

gion originates near the upper corner of the pluton and propagates 

outward in a slow radial fashion.
The fracture orientations of the two mechanisms can also be com

bined to obtain the total fracture geometries (Figure 28). The pattern 
in each region is similar to that of the individual hydrofracturing and
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Figure 27. Schematic Diagram Depicting Time Lapse between Hydrofractur- 
ing and Thermal Fracturing within the Pluton. —  Events are 
nearly simultaneous at the top of the pluton, but become 
more temporally separated with increasing depth so that near 
the bottom of the pluton there is nearly a 500,000 year time 
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Figure 28. Computed Composite of Dips of Failure Planes Produced by 
Both Hydrofracturing and Thermal Fracturing Events. —  
Fractures have a definite systematic orientation.
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thermal fracturing components. In each case there are several dominant 
dips which show the direction of the stress field at the time of ten- 
sional or shear failure.

The locations of hydrofracturing.and thermal fracturing (Figures 

22, 23, 24, and 25) define microearthquake hypocenters through time of 

fracturing is accompanied by the release of seismic energy. It can 

easily be seen, then, that these hypocenters clearly define the magma 
and/or thermal anomaly: for the most part, they lie within the pluton.

The fracturing cupola on the host rocks above the pluton are the only 

locations outside the pluton but even this domain is within a region of 

anomalous heat content. It therefore appears that monitoring micro- 

earthquake activity in present-day geothermal systems is a good means 

of defining the thermal anomaly and possibly even determining the cool

ing age.
. Finally, a quantitative comparison, of predicted fracture orien

tations (Figure 28) with observations is not possible since the appro

priate measurements have not been made. The most quantitative work is 

that of Rehrig and Heidrick (1972, 1976), who have quantitatively deter

mined the average strikes of fractures within plutons in southern 

Arizona. Since this study is two-dimensional, there are no variations 

in predicted strikes; they are all perpendicular to the two-dimensional 

domain. However, Rehrig and Heidrick (1972, 1976) qualitatively state 

that dips of fractures are predominantly vertical; a secondary horizon

tal fracture set is common on many locations. Predicted dips of frac

tures (Figure 28), therefore, qualitatively agree with these
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observations,. However, it is emphasized that a thorough quantitative 

study of fracture orientations in both space and time (as defined by 

alteration mineralogy of the various fractures) is needed to gain a 

more thorough understanding of processes and to check predictions.



CONCLUSIONS

Processes initiated by heat flow away from a hot pluton signifi

cantly influence and modify the magmatic evolution and physical environ

ment in hydrothermal systems. Cooling within the magma results in 

boiling and generation of an abundant Vapor phase which is probably the 

single most important event in the magma's history. Magma pressures 

increase only when there are greater than 8 volume percent vapor- 

saturated regions within the magma. Though this critical value of 8% 

is valid only for hydrous tonalite magmas with 2 weight percent water 

and for the model investigated, the concept is general; there is a crit

ical value of vapor saturation for every magma and system below which 

magma pressure decreases. It is expected that greater water contents 

will decrease this value. Magma pressure variations, produced by chang

es in the abundance of vapor-saturated regions, have a range of several 

hundred bars throughout the magma’s life.

Cooling during boiling can create pressures large enough to in

duce fracturing in rocks adjacent to the magma. In the model system, 

hydrofracturing occurred in a spatially and temporally sporadic manner 
throughout the 32,000 year life of the magma. Locations of hydrofrac

turing. depend on the local cooling rate; slow cooling favors hydro- 

fracturing. Thus, the interior portions of plutons are hydrofractured, 

whereas the side margins are not. Fractures produced by. this mechanism 

occur by tensional failure and have systematic orientations. Dips are

109
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vertical at the top of the pluton, horizontal, in the middle portions 
and both vertical and horizontal near the bottom, reflecting spatial 
and temporal variations in the minimum principle stress.

Hydrofracturing accompanied by quenching can produce a composite 

pluton by segmenting a previously single magma chamber into several 

discrete, isolated chambers bounded by solidified magma. The chemical 

and physical evolution of each chamber is then independent of the others. 
Parts of these chambers may. remain molten for over 10,000 years, produc

ing observable textural differences among chambers, and between chamber 

and previously solidified magma.

Heat flow away from the pluton produces a radial-tangential 

stress field with in the radial position, centered around the region 

of.maximum thermal change in the top of the pluton. Though this geomet

ry does not significantly change with time, the magnitudes of the prin

ciple stresses do, such that fracturing is produced. Thermally-induced 

fracturing occurs within both the pluton and host rocks.

Thermal fracturing within :the pluton starts within 1000 years 

after emplacement in the marginal regions. The fracturing front sweeps 

in from the tops and sides of the pluton as it cools, such that the en

tire pluton has experienced thermal fracturing by 500,000 years. Thus, 

the time lag. between hydrofracturing and thermal fracturing within the 

pluton varies from 0 at the top to about 500,000 years at the bottom. 

Fracturing occurs both by tension and shear mechanisms, which is reflect

ed by the resultant fracture orientations. These are systematic vari

ations in crack orientations produced by both mechanisms. Tension
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fractures tend to be vertical in the uppermost portions of the pluton
and horizontal in lower regions. Most shear fractures are within 30°
from the horizontal.

Thermally-induced fracturing within the host rocks is initiated 

about 40,000 years after emplacement in a small domical region around 

the top of the pluton. This domical region gradually expands to a radi

us of about 1-2 km by 500,000 years. Fracturing, in this region is pre

dominantly by shear mechanisms and fracture orientations reflect the 

tangential nature of a^.

Though it is difficult to quantitatively examine the effects of

changes in the initial conditions, certain qualitative statements can 

be made. The heat flow in a system in which the pluton is not instan

taneously emplaced does not change for rates of emplacement greater than 

2 cm/yr (Norton and Knight, 1977). However, magma intrusion into the 

upper crust could significantly modify the initial stress condition and 

produce an upward doming of the host rocks (Wisser, 1960). Since dif

ferential thermal heat transfer would remain the predominant stress- 

inducing process, this doming would probably only moderately effect the 

timing and orientation of all fractures.

The effects of convection are also difficult to evaluate due to 

the coupling of the processes. The main effect of convection is to re

distribute above the pluton; also, the crystallization time of the magma 

does not significantly change (Norton and Knight, 1977). Therefore, it 

seems that the timing, orientation, and location of hydrofracturing 

would not change. Furthermore, the center of the greatest thermal change



would remain iri the upper portions of the pluton and9 therefore, the 

stress field would retain its radial-concentric pattern around it. But 

it seems reasonable that the stresses above the pluton would be more 

tensile in the corivecting system than in the pure conducting system, 

due to the style of heat transfer. Fracturing within the host rocks may 

therefore occur early and at greater distances above the pluton in the 

convecting system; whereas, fracturing within the pluton would most 

likely remain unchanged.

Major features noted in this model are undoubtedly evident in 

their natural analogues. Particularly, the spatial and temporal vari

ations of fracture orientations are mappable features which can be di

rectly compared with predictions. However, these data must have been 

collected with cognizance of the system?s thermal history and can only 

be compared with predictions from a model applicable to that system.
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